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Genre: TV Shows Based on 

Books, Science-Fiction

This Show is: Dark, Futuristic

This apocalyptic near-future exiting

story about The Teacher Blue Sky and 

her students will show you the brutal 

reality and furthermore the problems

they have to face day in and day out.
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The story begins with a lesson of the 

teacher Blue Sky. This episode will 

introduce you to the main characters

and explain the world they are living 

in. How are they living? and why are 

they using this bracelets?
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Season 1

No time do deal with playground

drama
Past of the Blue Sky Escape game with the hurricane

Kavi starts to bully her classmates on the 

playground. Her teacher tries to prevent

this because of her past. Kavi was 

separated from her classmates and 

becomes feedback from the teacher Blue 

Sky, how can she make healthy

friendships.

Now the hurricane Gilly has arrived. Are 

hurricanes normal?

Why did the teacher blue sky care so 

much about bullying? This episode

will give you insight to the past of 

teacher Blue Sky. It will introduce you 

to Kristy and Marly, and the sad story

behind them.

The winter hits. Kavi behaves better but 

the dangerous hurricane arrives. 

Emergency. The teacher blue sky tries to 

save the older six children in her 

classroom but the wind and the weather

were too strong. The teacher was forced

to escape - will they make it? . 

The beginning of the story
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Cast

Angelina Jolie

Bae Suzy

Jenna Ortega

etc.
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Genres This Show is

Dark 

Futuistic

Mystery

etc.

Science-Fiction 

TV-Shows Based on books

Family-Friendly

etc.



Character 1: The teacher Blue Sky 

A teacher in one of the futuristic schools. 

She has long hair, blue eys and a very sad

past. The teacher Blue Sky really loves her 

students, she is really motivated to teach

and loves her job. 

She also has a cat.  

Character 2: Kavi

Kavi is one of the teacher Blue Sky 

students. Kavi is a problematic kid. Most of 

her classmates are afraid of her. She is a 

bully and a introvert, but she is really good 

in math. 

Character 3: Irenska

Irenska is one of the teacher Blue Sky 

students. She is really shy and she don’t 

use body electronics (exception her 

bracelet). She is also really in love with 

reading. 
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Season 2 TO BE CONTINUED

„Thanks for not giving me up“

The teacher blue sky was injured but the 

children ware saved. The hurricane was over 

and with time Kavi was doing better. Teacher

blue sky saved Kavi and her friends and gave

them a better future.
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What happened to the others:

They did it! Now that the escape was over, 

teacher Blue Sky and the students try to reach

their parents and find out what even happens 

in the first place. 
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